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*****.When a threatened architect needs solid help, his strongest ally is a feisty female. The author s
original intent for Escape! was a fast-paced romantic thriller suitable for escaping boredom on a
coast-to-coast flight. While watching the vast landscape rolling under the wings, journalist David
Emil Henderson visualized a hot fugitive couple running from cold contract killers, eluding pursuit
by the FBI and every other police agency along a 2000-mile journey from Lake Michigan to the
Pacific Ocean. Among the plot s surprises was one for the author -- the unexpected emergence of
the assertive and spicy Elissa Bennett Pope as the story s brightest star. Elissa was the child of Latin-
immigrant parents in Chicago s wealthiest suburb. Groomed from puberty to become a debutante
and wife of a Lake Forest millionaire, she landed a beast who assaulted her over his own failures.
Her urge for freedom led to a bitter divorce, with barely enough funds to establish Elissa as a real
estate broker, property manager,...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication will never be e ortless to get started on reading through but very fun to read. It is actually loaded with knowledge and wisdom You will
not truly feel monotony at anytime of the time (that's what catalogues are for about in the event you check with me).
-- Marlin Bergstrom-- Marlin Bergstrom

Very useful to all category of men and women. I actually have study and i also am certain that i am going to going to read through again once more down
the road. Its been written in an exceptionally simple way and is particularly only soon a er i finished reading this publication by which basically altered
me, modify the way in my opinion.
-- Dr. Sarai Fisher DDS-- Dr. Sarai Fisher DDS
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